
 What’s is the multiverse? Well to

start of the multiverse has a variety

of definitions according to how

many scientist want to see it.

However, the multiverse is an entire

ensemble of innumerable regions of

disconnected space-time. 

Scientist have tried to figure out the

million dollar question is the

multiverse a fantasy or a reality. I of

course don't know the answer to

that. What I do know, is that scientist

won't stop researching this theory

why you may asked I will tell you.

Sarah Scoles says "The multiverse

actually explains why we’re here.

And our existence, therefore, helps

explain why the multiverse is

plausible.“ Sarah Scoles tell us is a

way for everyone to better grasp the

existence of why this whole thing is

possible a galaxy with planets,

humans, black holes etc. It's another

way for us to better explain life itself

without having to wonder or keep

imagining stuff. 

They even thought of a tool that

might prove the multiverse to be

true but hasn't still been invented

yet.

 

NEW REVELATIONS

MULTIVERSE REAL OR
FICTION
DISCOVERIES?

SCIENTIST SAY
I

Scientist are still looking for ways this can be

true like Stephan Hawking who wrote his last

journal on the multiverse. Neil deGrasse Tyson

also believes in this theory and talks about it

but he has a few remolding ideas to it. 

We might not be the only one with this theory

if it comes out to be scientific proven; we will

prove we aren't unique as we think we are and

we are just a small detail out of a giant

picture.

Another thing is we might be living in patches

patches existing around the universe that we

are not aware of just yet.

Neil De Grasse said ”there would be no way to

synchronize it compared to our time one

patches will be born at different times so the

time they would have transpired since the

creation of our patch to reach the point where

there’s earth and people”
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Scientist want to be right because it can explain the

universe and why it is the way it is and how it is? I

thought many already would had given up in this

theory because years after years no evidence found but

they won't be given up until it comes out to be either

true or just a imagination. Until to see who is right and

by how much?

UNTIL WHEN WILL
THIS STOP?

INDUSTRY >SCI BUZZ >

 Another important scientist was

Stephen Hawking he strongly believed

in the multiverse. He said the idea of the

multiverse, being an abundant of

universes exist at the same time but are

far away from one another. Talking

about eternal inflation how our universe

emerged, space-time expanded at a fast

rate. All of these were used to prove that

the theory might be true, but with

exceptions on how the multiverse might

be "if" this was something that exist. The

transition in

the evolution of the multiverse and  on

how it works from the beginning of the

creation of the universe and how it is to 

be today.
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